
 

Art 

 
At Whitnash Primary we believe Art and creativity are essential skills for our children. 
For this reason Art work at Whitnash Primary is centrally woven into our thematic 
cross-curricular approach to learning. This means that every opportunity is taken to 
link other subjects to and Art is therefore linked with the main curriculum topic for 
each year group. Our topics and focus change each term or half-term. 
 
Art can be a wonderful means of developing visual thinking and creativity and our 
school believes that art is for enjoyment and encourages self-expression. Art fosters 
a sense of purpose, achievement and success while increasing self-esteem. This is 
why Art is also used a part of our ‘Thrive Approach’ to supporting children with their 
social and emotional well-being, as well as being a class based subject and an after-
school provision.  
 
Children in both Key Stages explore the visual language of art in a wide variety of 
materials, tools, methods and techniques using their own experiences, practical 
images, memory and imagination when expressing themselves. 
 
Pupils are taught as individuals, in groups or as a whole class, as appropriate. They 
are encouraged to talk about their work and that of others and explore the history of 
art, artists and craft workers. 
 
Art work typically follows three keys areas - understanding, making and investigating, 
which are closely interwoven in the learning opportunities we create. The subject 
content and objectives taught follow the National Curriculum guidance.  
 
Through Art at Whitnash children experiment, explore and develop their creative and 
aesthetic awareness. The children produce art work in both two and three 
dimensions using a wide variety of skills including drawing, painting, printing, collage, 
textiles and clay. 
 
Children are encouraged to take care and pride in producing their best efforts. All art 
work produced by the pupils is valued and respected. Children's work from all 
classes is displayed throughout the school, often the product of an annual Arts focus 
week, homework projects or class-based work.  
 
Our school is lucky to have a dedicate Art Room, where children have their Art 
lessons. We also have a local artist who supports the provision of our after-school 
Art classes.  


